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gional… organizations…based…on…mutual… cooperation…and… reciprocity,…
reminiscent…of…the…spirit…of…the…Bandon…Conference…following…the…fall…of…
Colonial…rule.…
　Since…we…are…the…enemy…of…Earth,…it…is…time…for…us…to…re-examine…our…
self-centric…pursuit… of…happiness,… symbolized…by…modern…ambience…
made…possible…by…the…development… frontal…cortex…and…move…toward…
the…welfare…of…not…only…the…human…race…but…Earth… itself.…We…need…to…
put…an…end…to…growing…alienation,…as…symbolized…by…the…widening…gap…
between…the…poor…and…rich…at…the…national… level…as…well…as…the…entire…
world.…Policy…shifts…towards…peace…and…harmony…are…needed,…with…em-
phasis…placed…on…mutual…and…reciprocal…cooperation…and…coexistence.…It…
is…the…time…to…terminate…the…“sacred…egoism”…as…Martin…Buber…tells…us,…
before…we…destroy…ourselves.
